
Tip Sheet 
4 REASONS WHY YOU  
SHOULD ENROLL IN  
AMAZON BRAND REGISTRY
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STOP COMPETITORS FROM HIJACKING YOUR LISTINGS WITH AMAZON BRAND REGISTRY.  
Amazon listing hijacking is a serious problem affecting all sellers. As stated in our recent blog 
post 3 Ways to Prevent an Amazon Listing Hijack, hijackers are known to steal the Buy Box or 
worse, steal your detail page and leave you with bad reviews. Brand Registry was introduced 
to help stem the flow of counterfeit issues by using detailed information about your brand to 
proactively remove infringing and inaccurate content from your listings. By enrolling in Brand 
Registry, you receive increased authority over your product detail pages and have the ability to 
request updates if inaccurate information is published about your brand or products. 

FIND, REPORT, AND RETRACT BRAND INFRINGEMENT EASIER IF YOU ARE HIJACKED.  Per 
Amazon, brands that participate in Brand Registry report 99% fewer suspected infringements 
compared to unenrolled brands. Which basically means you don’t have to worry about hijackers 
anymore! And on the offhand instance that you are hijacked, 95% of infringement notices are 
investigated and action is determined within 24 hours. As an additional tool, Amazon Project 
Zero provides brand owners with additional counterfeit protections including a new, unique 
product serialization system to prove authenticity.

The Amazon Brand Registry program identifies brand owners to Amazon while helping 
owners protect their intellectual property, find and report infringement violations and 
better represent their brand. We recommend all brands who have an active, registered 
trademark enroll in Amazon Brand Registry to benefit from counterfeit protection as 
well as control the brand experience your customers have on the world’s most popular 
e-commerce site. Here are four reasons why you should take a closer look at enrolling in 
Amazon Brand Registry today!

3 GAIN MORE CONTROL OVER YOUR BRAND’S LISTING AND PRODUCT PAGES. Registered 
brands are no longer bound to Amazon’s general selling algorithms, which means you have 
more control over your brand’s product pages. For instance, sellers can upload a photo to 
Brand Registry and Amazon will scan their system for anyone using your logo or text anywhere 
on the platform. This ensures you’ll be notified if there’s a trademark or copyright infringement. 

4 SHOWCASE YOUR BRAND WITH ENHANCED BRAND CONTENT AND SPONSORED BRANDS. 
One of the benefits to enrolling in Amazon Brand Registry are the brand-boosting tools sellers 
can use to increase conversion rates and increase product sales found in Enhanced Brand 
Content. Access to Amazon’s listing templates, the ability to add images within a product’s 
description section, and improved text treatments are just a few of the features you can access. 
And with Sponsored Brands, you can drive awareness and discovery of your brand in customer 
search results.
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Want to learn how you can build brand awareness through receiving seller feedback and product reviews? 
Try Feedback Genius free for 30 days! 

https://www.sellerlabs.com/blog/3-ways-to-prevent-an-amazon-listing-hijack/
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https://brandservices.amazon.com
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